Neural control of rotational kinematics within realistic vestibuloocular coordinate systems.
Previous theoretical investigations of the three-dimensional (3-D) angular vestibuloocular reflex (VOR) have separately modeled realistic coordinate transformations in the direct velocity path or the nontrivial problems of converting angular velocity into a 3-D orientation command. We investigated the physiological and behavioral implications of combining both approaches. An ideal VOR was simulated using both a plant model with head-fixed eye muscle actions (standard plant) and one with muscular position dependencies that facilitate Listing's law (linear plant). In contrast to saccade generation, stabilization of the eye in space required a 3-D multiplicative (tensor) interaction between the various components of velocity and position in both models: in the indirect path of the standard plant version, but also in the direct path of the linear plant version. We then incorporated realistic nonorthogonal coordinate transformations (with the use of matrices) into both models. Each now malfunctioned, predicting ocular drift/retinal destabilization during and/or after the head movement, depending on the plant version. The problem was traced to the standard multiplication tensor, which was only defined for right-handed, orthonormal coordinates. We derived two solutions to this problem: 1) separating the brain stem coordinate transformation into two (sensory and motor) transformations that reordered and "undid" the nonorthogonalities of canals and muscle transformations, thus ensuring orthogonal brain stem coordinates, or 2) computing the correct tensor components for velocity-orientation multiplication in arbitrary coordinates. Both solutions provided an ideal VOR. A similar problem occurred with partial canal or muscle damage. Altering a single brain stem transformation was insufficient because the resulting coordinate changes rendered the multiplication tensor inappropriate. This was solved by either recomputing the multiplication tensor, or recomputing the appropriate internal sensory or motor matrix to normalize and reorthogonalize the brain stem. In either case, the multiplication tensor had to be correctly matched to its coordinate system. This illustrates that neural coordinate transformations affect not only serial/parallel projections in the brain, but also lateral projections associated with computations within networks/nuclei. Consequently, a simple progression from sensory to motor coordinates may not be optimal. We hypothesize that the VOR uses a dual coordinate transformation (i.e., both sensory and motor) to optimize intermediate brain stem coordinates, and then sets the appropriate internal tensor for these coordinates. We further hypothesize that each of these processes should optimally be capable of specific, experimentally identifiable adjustments for motor learning and recovery from damage.